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The Revitalisation of Oliver Creek Bushland Reserve, Tyabb 

Summary 
The existing reserve is an underutilised treasure.  This proposal has two components. 

1. To improve equitable access and parking to the existing facilities in the reserve

2. To enhance the existing Shire remediation process by the creation of a formal Friends Group

to take ownership of the reserve in a manner similar to the Friends of Clifford Drive

Bushland Reserve, also in Tyabb.

Location 
The reserve with its creek is located in Tyabb to the north of Mornington Tyabb Rd and to the west 

of Tyabb Primary school.  It covers approximately 15 hectares or 37 acres and is zoned PPRZ Public

Park and Recreation.  
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Oliver’s Creek 
The northern boundary is approximately defined by Oliver’s Creek, which is ground water fed, and 

has a catchment area of some 30+ km².  It feeds into the Ramsar listed wetland of Western Port Bay 

at Hastings.  It supports a Ground Water Dependent Ecosystem and the riparian habitat is varied 

with some reinfestation of non-indigenous plant species following earlier restoration work by local 

residents.  Fauna is severely impacted by introduced pests such as foxes, feral cats and rabbits but 

native marsupials, monotremes, birds, reptiles, amphibians, and invertebrates can still be observed. 

Eastern Yellow Robin in Oliver’s Creek Bushland Reserve:  19/4/2019 

The Bushland Reserve 
The majority of the land is owned by the Shire but the eastern most portion, of some 2.5 hectares, is 

owned by the State Government Department of Education.   

The Shire has undertaken significant remediation works in recent times including upgrading a 

significant web of over 3km of gravelled woodland pathways. 
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The reserve comprises Lowland Forest, Swampy Riparian Woodland and Grass Woodland and many 

habitat logs.  The native vegetation within the reserve provides connectivity with broader areas of 

vegetation along Oliver’s Creek & its tributaries.  

  

Some sections of the reserve, towards the western end, are closed following controlled burns a few 

years ago.  This has successfully prompted the regeneration of much native flora. 
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The site has a well-maintained, but rarely used, picnic table and shelter.  Access to this community 

asset is highly restricted as it is behind a locked gate with no convenient parking.  

    

There has also been significant investment in a SEEDS audio narrated Virtual Ranger nature trail, 

feature 10 audio posts around the reserve each accessed via mobile phone. 

 

There are the remains of an old scout camp and, importantly for this project, two disused and 

overgrown asphalt tennis courts. 
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Sadly, there is significant weed infestation that is partially controlled by spraying but the area needs 

an intensive and regular hand weeding effort to prevent regeneration particularly from seed. 

 

 

In addition, litter and rubbish tends to accumulate without the regular attention that a Friends 

Group can bring. 

   

 

The reserve is affected by Phytophthora cinnamomi.  The Shire is controlling this via a number of 

means including warning signage, good hygiene, and foot-ware-cleaning stations at the main 

entrances/exits to the reserve.  However, the proposed project site is not in a high-risk area as it 

mainly metaled. 
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The Project 
There are multiple access points to the reserve from Tyabb Primary School, Mornington Tyabb Rd., 

and Wellington Rd.  One of the most important is the locked, gated entrance to the fire access track, 

off Mornington Tyabb Rd, which leads to the picnic shelter and the old tennis courts. 

 

 
                                             Locked Gate with no standing sign blocking access to the picnic area 

To allow equitable access to the picnic area we wish to have this gate relocated to one of the two 

ungated exits to the fenced area around the picnic table and tennis courts.  We also wish to have 

another gate or vehicular barrier placed on the second exit to protect the integrity of the reserve. 

     
Western exit     Eastern exit 
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To increase the accessibility and usability of the area we also wish to open up vehicular access to the 

old tennis courts for parking, by removing at least part of the cyclone fencing on the southeast 

corner, removing two small trees, and providing a gravelled entrance.  (Note the pile of road metal 

already in situ in the lower right of the picture). 

 

The surface of the courts, which is still largely intact, would need clearing of litter and the fallen trees 

removed. 

 

The formation of a Friends Group will make accessing Melbourne Water Grants to assist in the 

further restoration and maintenance of the riparian area more readily achievable.  For example, the 

Friends of Clifford Drive Bushland Reserve working with the Shire has obtained grants from 

Melbourne Water of over $100,000 since its formation. 

Alignment with Shire Policies, Strategies and Plans 
By improving equitable access to the reserve and encouraging increased inclusive community 

participation in its rejuvenation, this project will directly support the objectives of the following: 

- Access and Equity Policy 

- Health & Wellbeing Plan 

- Positive Ageing Strategy Plan 

- Interim Green Wedge Management Plan 

- Open Space Strategy 
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Indicative Costs 

 

Shire contractors to:- 

Remove access gate and relocate to one exit from the picnic area 

Install an additional gate or vehicle barrier at the second exit  

Remove part of the existing cyclone fencing 

Provide a metalled access to the courts 

Clear the fallen trees and litter from the courts 

$50.000 

Residents to:- 

Incorporate Friends of Oliver’s Creek Bushland Reserve 

Recruit members via promotional printing, and personal representations  

Establish a Memorandum of Understanding with the Shire 

Develop a Works Plan with the Shire 

Gaining necessary insurance cover 

Apply to Melbourne Water for suitable grants 

$2,000 

Total Funding Request        $52,000 

 

 

 
     Pittosporum fruits soon to ripen and reinfest the reserve unless removed 

Thank You  
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